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This stu<lv has confirn1cd the dctrirr1cr1tal rn,~a.n str,~ss effect found in a 11un1bcr . ., 
of poly(methyl mcthacr)'latc). (PI\:f MA) resins, as \Veil a.s the b_encficia.l 1ncan stress 
effect found in polycarbonate ( PC) at near threshold conditions. These studies were 
' 
conducted by utiliz.ing not only the traditional constant R-ratio of 0.1 (llc-0.1) 
threshold method, but also constant I<mean (I<g,ean) and constant I<max (I<g,ax) test 
I 
procedures. It was shown that these latter two threshold test procedures provide a 
quick and simple method for determining the influence of mean stress on a material's 
fatigue response. Additionally, a comparison of fatigue data demonstrated that these 
tests could be run nearly three times more quickly than previous recommended. This 
a.llowed a n um her of tests to be perfor1ned on a single- sam pie. 
The inferior fatigue resistance of a low molecular weight ( J\1~) material, as 
compared to commercial PJ\1~11\, \Vas s]1own using the Rc==O.l test method. Ilowever, 
using the Kfr,:;;;rocedure, it was demonstrated that a low Mw material exhibited 
superior fatigue resistance to that of its high lVIw counterpart under ·conditions of a 
high mean stress. This surprising behavior was explained as the result of a competition 
between the two molecular deformation mechanisms: cl1ain scission a,nd chain slippage. 
Creep tests results disproved the si1nplistic rsuperposition model involving fatigue and . 
... k 
creep induced damage. Rather, a synergistic relation was found to exist involving both 
deformation ahead of tl1e crac·k and sharpening of the crack tip. 
The effect of processing conditions on the fi·nal fatigue resistance of an injection-
mold·ed, low molecular weight material \Vas studied. The n1ajor influence \Va.s the rnold 
tem·perature (-52° and 93° C), \V'hile injection speed { 15% and 99% of 111axin1un1) and 
sa1nple orientation (parallel and perpendicular to injection gate) ha<l little effect. It 
1 
i 
•I I •I' ' ' -, .. , ·,· ~ ·· .. ,· ,. ' 
\Vas c<Jncludcd_ therefor~. that this inJluP11cc is a. r0sult of residual stress in the rnatcrial 
rather than oricritaic)n. 
1\ n investigation of en vi ran n1cn tal a.nd r.leva.ted tc1n pcratu re effects· on the 
fatigue crack propagation ( FCP) of a low lVlw n1atcrial revealed the expected 
deleterious results. The majority of this effect is d-ue to the initially absorbed water, 
while the test environment (Ringer's solution) and temperature (38° C) were only of 
secondary importance. ~ 
·q. 
,'+' '· . ·-:, ,•;•., .. ,. .. , ·:,··· \ 
J. 1:\'l'ltC)J)lJ(;"rION 
\\rith the i11creased use <>f poly1ners in lc>ad-bearing C<)lllpon<'nts~ a, 
corresponding increase of a,\va.reness concerning their physical properties has come 
about. \Vhile such obvious r>roperties as tensile strength and impact strength play an 
important role jn material selection, the more insidious influence of fatigue is often the 
' 
., . . .· . L 
controlling factor in the final failu·re of the component. Therefore, the need for a better 
<c 
understanding of the complex fatigue behavior of polymers is required in order to 
prevent these often unnecessary failures. 
1.1 Fatigue 
Fatigue is de-fined as cyclic loading of a specimen between a maximum and 
n1inimum load which are both below the ultimate tensile strength, resulting in crack 
propagation and eventually in failure of the specimen. There exist t\vo ·main 
approacl1es to laboratory fatigue studies: cycles-to-failu.re and fracture mechanics. As 
will be shown, many of the fatigue studies conducted on polymers found their origins in 
work dealing with metal systems·. 
1.1.1 Cycles-to-·Failure Approach 
Wohler1 followed the cycles-to-failure approach and conducted a series of 
·rotating bar experiments to simulate the conditions experienced by the axles of railroad 
cars {which were some of the first structural components to experience a large.·number 
of cycles). This method of testing gives rise to an R-ratio (R = minimum 
stress/maxim um stress) of -1. The objective of this test procedure is to determine the 
~umber of cycles needed to cause failure of the specimen when exposed to a specified 
stress amplitude (amplitude= maxi1num-1ninimum), and involves both the initiation 
and propagation stages of the fatigue process.. By using a variety of stress amplitudes 
3 
• -- , II ··; ' ,... , ,I ',- .,. 1 ~~ ·, :, ,- ~ •. _, - • "-.,. ~ • • I • ~ 
" 
and dctern1ining; thP t inu' to fail11r" fur ""rh. a ~t rPss a111piit1HI<'. vs. 1111111l>t'r <>f cvcl('s to 
I 
failure curve (a.k.a,. S-N curve) such as sho\vn in l·'i~11rc1 1.1 can bP. <)ht.airu~d .. :\scan 
( 
be seen in Figure 1.1, there exists for rnatcrials a stress amplitude IP.vcl (referred t.o as 
t-he fatigue or endurance lin1it} bclo,v \vhich there is virtually no cha.nee of fa.ilurc--cven 
up to 10 7 cycles. 
One of the dra,vbacks of this method is that it provides quantitative material 
information solely for the specific test geometry; direct comparisons cannot be made 
between materials if different specimen geometries are used. Also as mentioned above, 
it is not possible to separate the initj·ation and propagation stages of fatigue. 1Ience, as 
revealed by F'.igure 1.2, the final S-N curve, which represents the fatigue life of the 
~ . 
specimen, is actually composed of three stages: initiation, propagation, and 
catastrophic fail"ure. 
I 
1.1.2 Fracture Mechanics 
In order to examine the propagation stage alone, a pre-existing flaw must be 
assumed, and fracture 111ech_anics then utilized. Using t.his concept, the :stress state at 
the tip of the crack is defined by the stress intensity factor (I(). This pctrarneter, as a 
function of both the remote stress ( (j) and crack length {a), can be expressed in the 
form of K == (jY(!), such that Y is a geometry factor in terms of the crack length ·and 
specimen width. Fracture is then found to occur in a specimen once the maximum 
-
stress intensity factor ha_s reached a critical value know,n as the fracture toughness 
(I<1c). For the case of fatigue, it \Vas shown by Paris 2 that a log linear relationship 
I 
exists between the fatigue crack growth rate and the applied. stress intensity range 
(~I(): 
4 
. ' 
I 
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where 
•: r,· r ' '!'' , .. ,f,, , .• ~. • J' '' i 
I 
,. 
I 
I. 
' I I l I 
---., -
d.\ 
.\ _x I~ rn 
Ji~ = fatigue era.ck growth rate 
.al( = stress intensity factor range (~I( = I{max-I<n,in) 
A, rn = f ( material variables, environment~ frequency, tern peratu.re, 
stress ratio) 
It can be seen from Figure 1.3 that while the Paris equation is valid for 
' 
1 
( l ) 
intermediate ~I( levels (stage II), the curve becomes nonlinear at extreme ~I( values. 
At high LlK levels ( stage III), the growth rate rapidly increases until fracture occurs as 
.!<max approaches I<,c. Conversely, at low .al( values (stage I) the growth rate become 
vanishingly small until, for all intents and p.urposes, the crack can be considered to 
have stopped growing. Since a pre-existing crack can .not pro·pagate at this stress level, 
it can be inferred that no cracks \voul<l be created in an unflawed 1naterial. Therefore, 
this .6.1( level defines a design criteria referred to as the jaligue threshold ( Lll(Th}, and 
according to whicl1 the component is considered free from an_y cha11ce of cyclic-induced 
failure or cracking \vithin a reasonable amount of time. This threshold is analogous t.o 
the fatigue limit which was discussed earlier in reference to the S-N curves. Due to the 
! 
extremely conservative nature of this design paran1eter, it finds use in. such critical 
areas as the nuclear and aircraft industries and in bioengineering applications where a 
failure could have catastrophic results. 
' 1.1.3 Threshold 
Rather than employing the te<liot1s practice of determining dl(Th by beginning 
the test at an extrerr1ely lo,v ~I( and raising the stress level until crack growth is 
.... 
' 
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detected, ,1 load shedding technique is ·utilizc<J.3 T<> define the ~l(Th value in this 
rn:an ncr, a era.ck fs i 11 itiatecl in <l san1 pie .. and its gro,vt h rate is decreased b}' lo,v,~ri ng 
the ill( level (i.e., decreasing the difference bet,veen the n1aximu1n ,tnd 1ninimurn loacl). 
Once the growth rate reaches a value of lxl0-7 1nm/cytle, the curve from Figure 1.3 
has typically turned downward and the crack is seen to have essentially arrested. The 
~K level which exists at this point is then referred to as the threshold value. 
' 
'. 
Using computer-controlled testing, __ fhe instantaneous ~I( level is determined 
·. 4 
according to: 
where 
- I 
~I(. 
I 
AI(. = instantaneous &I( level 
. I 
Al(0 = original ~I( level 
c = normalized K-gradient defined as ( ~~) / K 
a; = instantaneous crack length 
ao - original crack length 
(2) 
The K-gradient describes the rate at \vhich AI( is lowered (assuming a negative c), and 
thus determines the amount of tin1e and crack length necessary to reach AI(Th· 
Clearly, rapid test procedures are _preferred; however,. by decreasing AI( too q,uickly, 
the crack may arrest prematurely due to the inability of the crack to grow through the 
plastic zone created by the prior loading conditions. A 1naximun1 l(-gr~dient for a 
threshold test of t-0.08 1/mm is re.commended, unless it can be shown that a steeper 
(i.e., larger absolute value) h-as no effect on the data. 3 
\-\1hile the tl1resl1old test procedure necessitates that ~I( be reduced, the specific 
9 
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' 
rnethod by \vhich this dccrr;1se is hron~ht ab<)llt <';)Tl hP vi1riP<J greatly. l·'rotn l·'i.c:nrP 
1.1, it is noted th.at three different test procedures can effect th<' dPsir~d r<·du-ctic>n in 
dl( levels with continuinp; crack extension; these inclutlc tests conductecl undPr varyin~ 
conditions involving -constant n, .. ra.tio, constant I<mean, and constant I<n,ax v.1lucs-. 
~ . , .. 
. , The constant R-ratio (Rc) procedure exhibited in Figure 1.4a lo\vcrs the stress 
intensity range while maintaining a constant R, where- R is similarly defi·ned by the 
ratio of Krnin/I<max. Tl1e constant I<mean (K~ean) test method ( as would be 
indicated by its name} maintains a constant mean stress intensity factor as the 
maximum I( value is 1o\vered, and while the minimum value is raised (Figure 1.4b). 
. . . .. . . ( .· . {n1aximum stress + minimum. stress}) This results 1n a higher 1nean stress . 1nean stress == . . 2 · · 
· . 
· C . · . . . · C value at threshold a.s co1npared to the fl m.<;thod. The constant I<max (I<max) test 
procedure results in clll even higher final n1ean stress than the previous two procedures 
as shown in Figure 1.4c. In this case, the m.axin1un1 stress intensity is maintained 
\vhile the minimun1 I{ level is raised as the test proceeds. 
IIistorically, the Il-ratio chosen b,y the vast n1ajority of researthers has been 
Rc = 0.1 due to. its sin1ilarit,;' to a loading C)'cle bct\veen zero an<l the maximum loa.d, 
but without the added difficulty of causing the test apparatus to actually pass through 
a zero load condition. Realistically, ho,vever, many structural components experience a 
mean stress superimposed upon their C)'Clic loads. This mean stress may arise from 
internal residual stresses or from extcrnall~y applied static loads. 1\ slight mean stress 
' 
effect on the gro\vth rate of n1etals (up to a factor of t\vo) in stage II has been seen by 
1-2 5-9 9 a number of researchers. · Forn1an, ct al. proposed a 1nodified Paris equation 
\vhich takes this mean stress effect into a.ccount: 
10 
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Figure 1.4 
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\ where 
I ·<-. 1 .\ I ,. n. ( (l -· )~ \. 
d/'./ - ( l-Il) l{c-~ I{ 
C~li = rnaterial constants 
r..::c = fracture toughness 
R == stress ratio. 
Fu:rthermore, Klesnil and Lukas 10 formulated a simple equation which predicts ~l(Th 
as a function of R: 
\vhere 
~ l-(Th = threshold stress intensity factor range 
ll - stress ratio 
'"'l = 111 aterial para·n1eter 
~I(Th(o) = ~l~Th corresponding to R = 0. 
I 
I 
(4) 
It has been shown by Cooke, et al. 11 that in some instances the previously 1nentioned 
R-ratio effect is in part due to environmentally aided cracking. They reported that in 
air, ~l{Th varied inversely with R. flowever, when tested in vacuum, there was no 
discernable influence of R upon ill(Th· Others8 '12 have tri,ed to explain this mean 
, 
stress effect in terms of crack closure. It. is believed ~hat crack tip pla;sticity and wake 
effects can prevent the two mating fracture surfaces from closing c9rripletely, thereby, 
effectiyely raising the I(min experienced by the crack. It can be seen that the. rise in 
l(min corresponds to a decrease in ~I( which, as predicted by the Paris equation, 
results in a decrease in the growth r~te. Ilowever, it has been shown that using ·a high 
' 
12 
,. 
A ., 
' 
I 
l ,. 
I R ovcrcon1cs this phc:no1r1<:'nc>n since the crack d<lcs not close to the point \vhcrc cl<>SUT<" 
\Vould- play a role.8 ;--fhcr~for~" ill(Th is not in the strictest sense a n1atcrial .consta.nt, 
but is to sorne extent a function of the stress state and test environment. 
1.1.4 Fractography-2> 
An examination of the fracture surface may yield both interesting and useful 
information concerning the deformation mechanisms of fatigue in the material. 
Concentric lines visible with the naked eye are often seen radiating from the original 
flaw. These markings, referred to as clam· shell markings or beach markings, are 
indicative of different periods of crack extension which may vary in such fashions as: 
stress amplitude, test frequency, test environment, and mean stress. -~ closer 
examination of these 1na.croscopic markings reveal that tl1ey are actually composed of a 
similar, but much smaller, set of parallel lines kpown as striations. In contrast to clan1 
~ 
sl1ell markings, these microscopic features are indicative of crack advancement during 
each loading cycle; as sucl1, they can be -related to the macroscopically determined 
growth rates ( i~). 
1.2 Fatigue of Polymers 
As mentioned p.reviously, 1nuch of the work conducted on polymers was inspired 
by similar studies which ,vere performed on metallic systems. Ilowever, polymers, as 
long· chain molecules, have certain unique characteristics which differentiates them from 
metals or ceramics. Perhaps the n1ost evident of tl1ese characteristics is their 
viscoelastic behavior. The relative i1nportance of the elastic a11d viscous components of 
a polyn1er's mechanical response will be dependent on such material propertie~ as: 
1nolecular weight (Mw ), plasticizer content, amount of absorbed \vater, and % cross-
linking. This competition w.ill also be affected by such external testing conditions as: 
13 
....... 
temperature. frcquc11C)' (t irne)~ irnd (~nvirc>nrnent. rrhc final coinhina.tion c>f thc~se 
material ancl testing: conditions \vill theu i11 turn control the n1odc e.>f deformaticln in th<' 
compQ.nent. 
1.2.1 Material Considerations 
While the discussion up to this point has viewed fatigue from a continuum 
standpoint, useful insight can be gained by examining the material's b.ehavior at the 
molecular levei.13• 14 Fracture of polymers at this level can be described as a two part 
process involving both disentanglement and chain scission. Poly-mer chains are weakly 
attracted to each other by van dcr \·Vaal forces which act as points of entanglements. 
Under stress these secondary bonds can be broken, allowing the chains to slip by each 
other and become. disentangled. Ilo\\'cver . .if this viscous. flow of polymer chains is 
restricted or too slo\v, allo\ving portions of the chains to bcco1ne extended to their 
ultimate elongation, actual fracture of prirnary bonds in the n1ain chain ( scission) will 
15 
, 
16 M ·h ·r 1 1 · · 1 · · · h · h. b occur. · l uc. o t 1e emp 1as1s concerning t 1e restrict1on In t Is process as . een; 
placed on long molecular chains due to the large an1ount of of entanglements whicl1 
arise~ along the length· of the chain. Fron1 this, it can be concluded that cr~ck exten~ion 
can proceed by either scission or slippage at the crack tip. \Vhile the actual fracture 
stress for unoriented polymers is mucl1 less than their theoretical fracture stress, the 
measured value of absorbed energy is greater than that required solely to break a single 
plane of primary bonds--in<licating that disentanglements play a large role in energy 
absorption. 
1.2.1.1 Molecular \Veight 
It l1as long been noted ii1 the literature that the physical properties .of a 
• 1, 
_polymer are highly dependent on the material's rnolecular weight ( l\1w ), where 
' l\1lw = the. total weight of a single chain. A review by l\tlartin, et a.l. 17 discusses a 
14 
... 
' • \"" .·,·-. f -
\ 
nu1nbPr oft hesc cff,~cts. F',>r <'Xarnplc~ \Vhilc t.hc tensile st_rcng;th of ,1 polyrncr init.iall.Y 
incre,1ses with !\1w, there 0x·ists a. critic.a.I ~fw such tha.t the strength llccomcs virtually 
constant (sec Figure 1.f>}. 18 ' 19 Si1nila.rly, it hits been \veil confirmed in the literature 
that the toughness of a polymer increases with' ·Mw until an asymptotic value is 
reached at a similar rvtw. 20 A n1ore co.mplex iss.ue is that of the ductility. A number 
-
f fl . · · · b r d ' th 1··t t· 17 ' 21 o con 1ct1ng reports can . e 1oun . in e 1 era ure . 
. -- -·~-
As is usually tl1e case for fatigue, these and other effects interact in a complex 
manner to result in an often unpredictable fatigue behavior. For example, Figu·re 1.6 
demonstrates the differences achieved in the stress-strain responses between monoto·nic 
and cyclic tests. Furthermore, if Figure 1.6a and 1.6b are compared, it can be noted 
. 
. 
that the effect is not always the same. \Vhile monotonic tensile test results would 
suggest that nylon 66 is the 1nore ductile of the t\VO 1naterials, a cyclic tensile test 
indicates the opposite. Therefore, care n1 ust be exercised when attempting to predict 
or interpret such dynamic properties as fatigue fro1n simple monotonic tests. 
Ilo\vever, certain trends in fatigue behavior have been found to hold true for 
most instances. Using the number of cycles-to-failure approach, Sauer, et aL. 22- 25 
demonstrated a definite increase in fatigue life with ~1w it1 unnotched sa1nples under 
conditions of zero rneari stress ( see Figure l. 7}. A,Jdi tio11ally, a series of fatigue studies 
by Manson, et al.26- 32 utilizing the fracture mechanics approach clearly revealed the 
increased fatigue resistance with Mw in a nun1ber of polymeric materials under 
Re == 0.1 conditions (see Figure 1.8). This behavior h·as been quite reasonably 
I 
explained using' a 1n u n1 ber of approaches; namely, increased craze stability, increased 
orientation strengthening, and reduced stress concentrations due to chain ends. 
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'fhesc incr<'nst'S in fat.i~llt' rPsist a nee ca.n also he (>btainf'cl using otJher 111Pthods 
such as: n1odifiC'nlil>ti t>f t.he rnl>)f'CUlar ,vf'ight distribution (~f\VD), reduction in the 
amount of cross-linking, a.nd addition of internal plasticizer. It has heen shown tha.t 
the addition ofjust. a srna.11 a.n1c>unt of medium-high l\1w tail to a low lvlw 1nate.rial can 
substantially raise bt>th it.s st.a.tic a.n<l fatig11e strcngths.33 It is believed that t~ 
presence of just a sn1all n un1 bcr of long chains is enough to stabilize the craze. 34 •35 At 
the other extreme, it w·as sho\vn that the addition of a low M·w tail was found to 
decr·ease the 1nat,cria.l's fatigue resistance. 33 Janiszewski36 postulated that this is a 
consequences of the con1petition bct\v·cen disentanglement and the entanglement-
orientation mcchaJ1is111s. In this competition, the load is increasingly transferred to the 
n1ost stable (hiµ;hc~:-;t-l\l) cra.zr• fibrils, \vhilc the low-i\1 species introduce a 
·-
dis pro potion a. te a.1ntJu11t.s <>f <"hai11 ends, \vhich then act to ran<lon1l.Y dilute the 
c11tanglernen t 11et. \V<>r k. 
1.2.1.:J (;r(>Ss-linki11g ,trid l)la.sticizing 
rrliis point can be further dc111011strated. bj' an investigation into tl1e effects of 
crosslinking a,nd plasticizers C>ll the FCI) l>eh,tvior of the n1aterial. \\'hereas cross-
linked mc1tcrials cx'hiuit high strength ,tnd n1odulus, they often. exhibit low ductilit,y. 
As a result of this lc,w <lu<itilit,y, the toughness a,nd fatigue resistance (see Figure 1.9) is 
lowered with increasing cross-linking density, regardless of the increase in strength.37 
The chcrnical crc>ss-linking present in these n1atcrials serves to drastically hinder 
scgmcn tal fl<>W, and hence prcven t the bcnificial energy dissipating process of ·molecular 
orientation at the c-rack tip. ,-fhc energy put into the system by the applied stress 
rn ust then be used for chain scission. Conversely_, t'he addition of plasticizers to a 
mate:rial decreases the its strength while i11creasing its ductility. Plasticizers act to 
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1.·~.l.~ ~lulc'cular \\'flight l}istrihuti(>ll ( \f\\'1)) 
'fhesc increases in fa.ti~uP rf'sist ance ca.n also be <>hta.in<'<l u_sing other rnf'thods 
such as: modificati.c)n of the 1ncllc·cular \vri-~ht cJistrihutio.n (~1\VD}, reduction in the 
arnount of cross-·Jinking, and addition of internal plasticizer. It has been shown that 
. 
.. 
the addition of just a small amount of medium-high Mw tail to a low Mw material can 
substantially raise both its static and fatigue strengths.33 It is believed_ that the 
presence of just a small number of long chains is enough to stabilize the craze. 34•35 At 
the other extreme, it was shown that the addition of a low Mw tail was found to 
decrease the material's fatigue resistance. 33 Janiszewski 36 postulated tl1at this is a 
consequences of the competition between disentanglement and the entanglement-
orientation mechanisms. In this competition, the load is increasingly transferred to the 
n1ost stable (highest-~l) craze fibrils, \vhile the low-1\1 species introduce a 
<lispropotionate a1nounts of chain ends, \vhich then act to randon1l.Y dilute the 
entanglement 11et\vork. 
1.2.1 .. 3 Cross-linking and Plasticizing 
This point can be further den1onstrated bj' an in\'e_stigation into the effects of 
crosslin·king and plasticizers 011 the FCP bchctvior of the 111aterial. \Vhereas cross-
linked materials exhibit high strength- and n1odulus. the.)' often exhibit lo\v ductility. 
As a res1,1lt of this low ductility, the toughness a,nd fatigue resistance (see Figure 1.9) is 
lowered ,vith increasing cross-linking dcnsitj', regardless of the increase in strcngth. 37 
1'he chc1nical cross-linking present in these n1atcriaJs serves to drastically hinder 
S('gn1cntal fl<)\V. a.nd h.e11ce prevent the b.euificial energy clissipating p·roccss of molecular 
c>rienta.ti<>ll a.t the crack tip. 'I'he <'ll('rg;y put. intc> th,~ syst.en1 hy the a.pplied strPss 
n1ust. tfi,,n b,~ us,,d f<1r ,·l&aiu scissi<,11. (\.>JlV<'l'St'ly. th(• adclrtiou t>f pla.sticizers t<> a, 
111nt«•rial ,/e,:r·,·o . .,,·,.; th.- its st.rc•11µ;th \\'hil" i11,·,·,·a.'if1iy its ductility. f >lc_tsticizcrs ,tct. to 
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decrease the ·bonding bct\vP.cn 1nolecular chains, thereby ('a.sing ch,1i11 slippage. 
Unfortunately, this influence 011 the f,ttiguc response appc,trs to b~ more cc)n11>lex than 
the influence of cross-linking, as revealed by conflicting reports found in the 
. . 26 21 38 A . f .. . 1- h . · · · · b literature. ' ' ·· s 1s o ten t 1c case w en a compet1t1on exists etween two 
mechanisms (i.e., chain slippage and chain scission), the relative influence of the two 
mechanisms will be dependent upo.n material processing and the prevalent test 
conditions. 
1.2.1.4 Injection Molding 
Not only are t11e final 1physical proper.ties -of a material affected .by such 
characteristics as mentioned above, but also by the processing co.nditions. Polymer 
samples can be prepared by such traditio:nal inethods as: castin.g, injection rnolding, 
and compression molding. \ 1Vhile a cast sheet normally exhibits isotropic mecl1anical 
" behavior, components formed \vith the latter t\vo techniques often experience 
orientation and residual stresses. 39- 44 These two- effects are functions of such 
processing conditions as n1clt ten1pcrc1turc, 1nold ten1pcrature., injection speed, as \vell 
as component size and geon1etry. 
In. the melt, the molecular chains· arc ran<lon1ly oriented and experience no 
stress-es due to the viscous nature of the 1natcria.l. Ilo,vever, as a result of the injection 
molding process, the chains become orientated i11 the direction of flow. This 
orientation and the corresponding internal residual stresses ~i..e., flow stresses), which 
are tensile in n«:lture and n1axim U.Ql at the surface, are frozen in upon cooling. 
Additionally, the material is no longer in thermodynamic equilibrium, resulting in both 
a volume and entropy which are too large. 1Ience,- the material will seek to achieve this 
equilibrium condition over time. vVith this physical aging comes a change in 
properties. Finally, cooling stresses ( a.k.a .. thermal stresses) arise as the au tsid·e of the 
')') 
--
f 
specimen C<><>ls r11<>rc rapid!~, t lia11 t lu~ insidP. ,e:ivin~ ris(~ t,:, r<>rnprcssic.>n at the surface 
and tension a.t the cent<~r. 
In)tiaJly, the no\v stresses and c<><>ling stresses give rise to a resultant residual 
stress profile which is t.-ypica.11.Y paraboli_c in shape. The ahsolute value c>f the stress at 
any particular loc,ttion is dependent upon the interactive processing conditions. At low 
melt temperatures, flo\V· stresses don1inate, and can then even·, result in tensile surface 
stresses. In contrast, tensile flow stresses can become negligible with the use of high 
injecti9n flow speeds. The use of a higher mold temperature reduces the overall 
residual stress level by allo\ving; tirne for the molecular chains to obtain their 
equilibrium positions. 1\lso, it has been shown that the orientation and residual stress 
effects of injection n1olde<l polyan1i<le plates are reduced with distance from the 
injection gate.40 'fhc effect on the n1echanical properties- of these residual stresses and 
orientation, \vhich arise frc>r11 varying the processing conditions, are easily seen. 
Polysulfone sa,inplcs tested in the injection .direction revealed a decrease in both 
ultimate tensile strength and rnod ulus \vith decreasing injection .rate, \vhite the % 
elongation decrease<l.40 It is _believed that these effects are mainly due to 1nolecular 
orientation. Toughness experiments conducted on molded plates of ·r~l:NIA by Gotham 
and Scrutton41 demonstrated a maximum toughness when the crack was oriented 9·0° to 
the injection direction. llowever, as a result of the competing m·echanisms, i.t is quite 
difficult to predict the effect ,vhich \Vill occur with a change in processing conditions. 
Therefore, definite experirncntal stuclies are often necessary to determine the final 
mechanical properties of a particular con1po~nt. 
1.2.2 Mechanical Considerations 
1.2.2.1 Mean Stress l~ffect 
• I 
·i· The viscoelastic influence cc:tn also be easily seen in the macroscopic fatigue 
23 
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I I . /f.. . . . . 45·,46 S ·1· I process .of p0Jy,n1ers ,v 1crc at1 <J }v1<>11s creep. ,tf.1gue 1ntcra.ctJ<)n exists. . tuc 1es >.Y 
Skibo47 . have demon-st.rated ,t d<'finitc rru~an stress pffcct on th,~ fati~uc rrsponsc of 
several llolymers. \Vhile so·rnc p<>ly'r11ers cxhi.bit the a.nalogous cletrirnent.al mean stress 
effect as found in rnetals, others sho\v no effect, and still others even experience a 
be-nifi(i:ial mean stress effect. f)o]y(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), for cxampi~, 
demonstrates a definite, detrin1en tal mean stress effect as seen from work done by 
• . . 48 . . . 49 . 50 ' MukherJee and Burn.s ·· (see Figure 1.10). Arad, et al. and Burns developed 
relationships which, similarly to th.e Forman equation, attempt to take the mean stress 
effect into account \vhi1e predicting the growth rates. These equations take the form 
of: 
rla _ n m diV - C l(mean ~I( 
where (5) 
C~ = f (frequency, material propcrtics'I and environment) 
n, in == constants 
llowever, neither of these relations are capable of satisfactorily correlating fatigue data 
obtained under a wide variet~y of Il-ra,tios even for P1\1MA, for which these equ~tions 
were derived. 
Polycarbonate (PC), on the other hand, exhibits a suprisingly benificial mean 
stress effect; this certainly would not be p.rcdictcd by· any of the three previouly 
n1entioned mea11 stress equations. Ilcrtzbcrg, ct al. 51 have likened this phenomenon to 
strain induced cr)rstallization which has been seen in rubber under linear vibrations, 
and which has increased fatigue life in those rubber specimens. They believe that 
entropic changes \vhich occur in PC during orientation at the crack tip consumes strain 
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F.igure 1.10 Fatig:ue data for p~,livlA obtained under various I{n,ean levels, and 
exhibiting the <letrin1ental mean stress effect found in this 111aterial.48 
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its T 9 \vhcn tested a.t rc)<;u1·tc111JH·rat.11r". unlike J>(_\ it does scen1 lik~I)' t.ha.t th<'rc is in 
fact some sort of energy sink in (>C \vhich results in the l>cnificial rncan stress pffect. It 
is certainly difficult to explain this phenomenon from a purely mechanics approach. 
1.2.2.2 Creep/ Fatigue ln teraction 
' 
vVhile it might at first appear evident to th.e reader that larger integrated timc-
under-load and longer tirnes at maximum load would accelerate th·e fatigue growth 
p·rocess due to an increased creep compon.ent, it has been shown that there are no clear 
cut trends to be found in the literature concerning the effects of waveform on fatigue 
behavior. In fact, several studies whose results seetn to conflict can readily be found. 
Dumpleton and I3uck11al1 52 reporteci that crack growth is related to the 
I 
duration and magnitude of the 1na.ximum loa<l rat.her than the number of cycles. 1-\.n 
interesting experiment conducted on I>).ti\lA by Skibo53 involved t\vo nonsymetrical 
square \vaveforms: one \vhich 1naiutains the n1axin1t11n loa<l for 2% of the tin1e and 
the other which 1naintains it for 98% of the time. 'l'he growth rates in the latter case 
were 20 times greater than that of the forrner case. J\dditionall.y, Ilarris and Ward 54 
' found a 6-fold decre·ase in gro\vth rates for a vinyl urethane \vitl1 a square \vavcfor111 as 
opposed to a triangular ,vavcform, ,vhereas, Ilertzberg, et al.55 reported a 2.4-fold 
increase for a Pl\1MA-based resin. 
In sharp contrast, work done "by 1I wang56 d.emonstrated tl1~t the time under 
load and variations in the loading; portion of the fatig.uc cycle had little effect. on crack 
grow'th rates in epoxy, \vhile variations in the unloading portion did have an effect. A 
sirnilar investig~tion by Skibo47 involvin.g the three triangular waveforn1s (positive 
sawtooth, negative sawtooth, .and trianglular) with identical load-time integrated areas 
revealed no influence of \Vaveform in certain polymers. Finally, various waveforms 
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have dem<>nstrat,,d II<) ~ie:nific;111t i11ll11,'ll<'<' over th,, !.!;r<>\\'~h rat.f's in f'ith,~r JlC 57 ·58 <.lr 
. 
· 46 an epoxy r~s1 n. 
1,o n1orc accurat.Plv id<'ntifv th,~ influence c>f tlH~ ,v,tvPf<>rn1 <>n F'C'.J). studies . . ~ 
have been conduct,~d to invcsti_ga,te rnore closely the relative irnport.ancc of t.hre,~ 
portions of the loading c:ycle: loading, 1naximum load, and unloading. I)umpleton and 
Bucknall52 explained that the era.ck tip is blunted under static loacling or high ll 
values, and is again sharpen.ed during cycling--specifical1y, during the unloading portion 
of the load cycle. Often, the .overall growth rate resulting from this process can be 
considered as a combina.tion of cyclic-induced damage and creep-induced damage: 
+ 
total fatigue 
da 
dN 
creep 
(6) 
\tVhat should be obvious to the reader at this point is that the effects of testing 
conditions on the fatigue cracking process in polyrners are 1nany an<l complex; hence, 
·what has been proven true for one polymer system, may very \vell not hold for another. 
Often, this is a result of the n1ateria1's viscoelastic nature. in connection with the 
competing mechanisms (i.e., crack blunting vs. crack extension, creep-induced damage 
vs. cyclic-induced damage, chain slippage vs. chain breakage) which are at work in the 
material. Regardless of the cause, the important point to tl1e design engineer is that 
ignorance of the- existing stress state and/or the candidate material's mean stress 
response may lead to incorrect conclusions concerning life predictions and reliability. 
1.2.3 Temperature Considerations 
If the test temperature is located near the glass transition temperature (T g) a 
slight change in the temperature would certainly effect a large change in the material's 
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stiffness. 'fliis eff,~ct can h<· ~f'Cll in t lu~ strl'ss-st.ra..in data. prcsl'ntcd in I~igurc 1.11.59 
,\n increase in t.cmrlcraturc lca.<ls to lo\V<~r yiel<l strcng;ths b
1
ut higher ductility. The· 
I 
energy absorbccl per volun1c .during these tests, \vhich is represented by the a.rea under 
the curve, will vary as can he seen. i-\n obvious transition in tensile behavior is noted 
.between 40° and 50° C. Impact studies60 on glassy polymers have show,n· a definte 
i11crease of impact strength with temperature (see .Figure 1.12). In sharp contrast, 
I -... ,.. , ..
fracture toughness investigations61- 64 demonstrated an equally definite decrease in I< 1c 
and Ge (see Figure 1.13) with increasing temperature. This seemingly contradictory 
behavior can be explained as a. result of the clifference in the two testing procedures. 
\'Vh·ile the I< 1c test procedure is conducted at a slow strain rate, impact tests 
experience very high strain ra.tcs. rI'he rise in in1pact strength with temperature in the 
latter method is a result of the n1aterial going through the brittle/ductile transition 
f F. 1 11 13 '1"1 . . . . "<l d f 1t=:""'b··-... l l seen rom 1gure .. . 11s transition 1s avo1 e or a 1 ut t 1e owest test 
ten1peratures due to the slo\v strain ra.tc of the I~,c test. 
Once again, the issue of fatigue presents a 1nuch 1nore cornplicate<l problem as 
compared to the properties discussed a.bove <l ue to the \'iscoelastic response of 
polymers. llertzberg and i\1anson 51 presented a brief disc~ssion concerning the 
complex influence of temperature on the fatigue resistance of various polymers. vVhile 
no complete trends are available, a 11umber of fatigue studies on P~1Il\:IA revealed that 
FCP rates monotonically increased \vith increasing te1npcrature (see Figure 1.14).65 
Ilowever, certain combinations of frequency and temperature \vhich correlated witl1 
peaks in tl1e tan 8 curve (i.e., conditions of higl1 energy absorption) gave rise to tl1e 
· d 65-67 opposite tren . 
1.2.4 Environrncntal Considerations 
Tl1e influence of tl1e environment on the FCP rates in polymers has been \videlj' 
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Figure 1.11 Effect of temperature on a l)n,[~1A's stress-strain response. N9te tl1e 
definite tra11sition fron1 brittle to ductile behavior. 13 
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Figure 1.13 Influence of te.n1perature on tl1e fracture toughness of a material for 
various cross-head sp~eds. 63 
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·F.igure 1.14 "I'he effect of test tcn1pcrature on fatigue crack propagation rate of 
f>l\ifl\1A }1t cyclic frequency of 10 hz. ~1lontcJnic increase of fatigue rates 
\Vith tern perat u re. 65 
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.;;;: t u -1 ·1 ,~ <I • 5 1 r t .•··. 11 , , 1 1 1 , 1 , >, , ( ) 1 ) \ · ·, c , 11 ..... 1 1 1 •• 1 , 1 r 1 · · 1 ·  . u -- , 1 ,,, t•xpo~11r,~ <> a ~;ldlp c exp"rH'llClll.l~ c~·c 1c 
stresses to a sol\•ent ,,·<)11ld dc·cr<"asc the rnatC'rial~s fatigue rPsistanc~. 'fhis can h<' 
explained in terms of environn1cntal1y aided cra.cking--sin1ilar to rhat ,vhich is f<>ll'll<l in 
metals. 1Iowever, the effect of a nonsolvdnt on the fatigue bcl1avior (i.e., stress 
cracking) is slighty more comp}icated .. and hence, occasionally difficult to predict. 
; 
Gent68 proposed that a polymer will absorb some amount of Jonsolvent; this then 
reduces both T 9 and the modulus, thereby, creating a plasticizing effect. The result of 
this is to ease cavitation and crack formation. More specifically, investigations into the I 
influence of absorbed water on the fatigue resistance of PMMA include work corr1plctcd 
by Chen, et al. 69 They demonstrated a reduction in fatigue resistance for water 
absorption up to approximately 1 % as a result of plasticization; past that point there 
\Vas little effect clue to absorbed \Vater. 
1.2.5 Fractography 
Analogous to 111etals, the dcforn1ation 1nechanisn1s of polymers are often 
reflected in their fracture surface. 1\n~xccllcnt review of these 1nicromccl1anisn1s an<l 
their accompanying surface features is presented b)' Ilcrtzberg and wianson. 51 They 
mention tha.t in addition to sucl1 previously mentioned fracture features as clam shell 
markings and striations, additional microscopic features can be discerned on the 
fracture surfaces of polyfilers. Tl1e most common and understood of these are 
discontinuous growth bands (DGB). While the initiate may mistake these markings as 
striati?ns due to their similar appearance, they have distinguisl1ing characteristics from 
striations, and are in fact the result of a completely different micromechanisr11. 
\-Vhercas striations are in<licative of a single loading cycle, the DGB n1ay be· t'he 
cummulative result of any\vhcre fr()ffi t\vo to several thousand cycles. This is possible 
due to tl1e viscoelastic nature of polymers. The high stress at tl1e crack tip acts to 
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referred to ,ts a crrz:e. 1"'his craz~~ ,vhilc \\·r.ak~r t.han t lie original 1na.tcrial~ i·s still 
. ' 
capable of sustaining son1e load. 1'hercforc~ r,1thcr than f,1ili~,1g immedia.tcly, the craze 
actually lengthens and thickens during subsequent loacJing Cj'cles. \Vhcn this craze 
,, 
reaches a -critical length and thickness, it can no longer support the stress and t.he cr,tck. 
will propagate through it in a single cycle; however, upon encountering undamaged 
I 
material, it blunts and finally arrests. At this point the process begins anew with the 
development of another craze. This is in contrast to the situation for striations, 
I 
1 \vhereupon, the craze and crack grow concurrently. Due to the shape of the developing 
craze in a DGB, a void size gradient (large to small) can be seen in the resulting 
. . 
, 
I 
fracture surface. The final lc_ngth of these crazes have been successfully predicted by 
the Dugdale plastic zone n1odcl: 
\vhere, 
ry == plastic zone size 
l<max == maximun1 stress intensity 
rry5 == .Yield stress 
(7) 
Conversely, if the width (ry) of the DGB is known, one ma·y infer an apparent yield 
strength corresponding to crazing in the n1aterial. It should be noted that DG B-'s are 
present only at certain test conc:"ions, and are not always formed consistently. They 
are, however, more likely to occur under conditions of l1igh ductility (i.e., lo\v Mw, high 
plasticizer content, low cross-linking, etc.). 
Whil~ the presence ofoc generally weakens the material due to the 
creation of voids, it may in f,1ct be the more preferred deformation mechanism, as 
34 
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'fhc purpose of this st 11dy is a, lhrc<'-fold invcsti~ation c>f fatigue in pol)'tncrs~ 
I 
t· including such areas of interest as: n1ech-anical, n1aterial, cts \vcll as tcn1pcr<tturr. and 
' r , .. 
environment considerations. Both poly{methyl methacrylate) (P~1l\lA) a,nd 
polycarbonate (PC) were exa1nincd in order to obtain insights into the specific 
deformation mech:anisms active in fatigue. 
2.1 Material 
The influence of processing conditions (mold temperature, i'njection speed, and 
specimen orientation) on the fatigue respcJnse of injection n1oldcd P~1ll\1A specimens 
\ViH be discussed, follo\ved by a corn p,1rison of this i 11jcction rnolcled material to 
1/* 
commercially available 1nateri,tl. In contrctst to previous studies, \Vhich relied solely on 
Re.· 0.1 conditions, an investigation into the i\lw influence on the fatigue resistance of 
Plvll\1A will be carried out using high Il and the I{g,ax threshold test procedures . 
.l 
' L 
;: 
' 
2.2 Mechanical 
Preliminary \vork invol\1 ing the !{-gradient \v,ill be revic\ved i11 order to 
determine if it is possible to conduct threshold test~ more quickly than previously 
thought, without resulting in spurious data. This \Vill be done by comparing growtl1 
rates obtained from threshold tests conducted \vith !(-gradients of -0.08 to -0.2 1/mm. 
'This will be follo\ved by an investigation of the 1nean stre·ss effect in the near tl1rer hold 
regime for Pl\11\·IA (of various 1n0Iccular ,veights) and PC by means of low and high 
Re_, I(g,ean, and I{~ax threshold test proced.ures. As a natural extension of the l(~ax 
and high Re threshold tests, st.a.tic creep test results fron1 the comn1ercial Pl\11\1A will 
be discussed. Through these tests, it is hoped that a better understanding of the creep-
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fatigue interaction. found in t hP fatigue crackin~ proc.<'ss of p<>l)'rners, can be a.chicVf'tl. 
2.3 Temperature and Environrncnt 
.. 
Finally, the:effect of tcmperature.{38° C) and environment (a Ringer:'s solution) 
on the near-threshold regime of fatigue in an injection molded PMMA will be discussed. 
This discussion will in.elude test results obtained with Re and I<g,ax test procedures, 
and attempt to identify the relative effects of temperature, test environment, and % 
absorbed water on the final fatigue behavior of the low Mw material. 
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3.1 Materials ;tn<J Spccirn<~n ( ~c<>rr1ctri<~s 
l ' 
" 
. :, 
1\ nurn ber of diffcrPnt. pr>l_yn1cr systems \Vere investigated in this st.1.idy to help 
understand the role of such t·cst variables as mean stress, temperature, and 
environment in the fa:ti.v;uc response of a material near threshold. Table 1 ex·hibits the 
respective geometry, dimensions, and Mw for fatigue samples from each material. PC 
specimens {having WOL and CT geometries) came from two different stocks, but had 
similar 1nolccular \veights. 1\ls.o, t\vo sheets of commercial PM.MA were obtained and 
rnachincd into spccin1cns having vVOL or disk geometries. These samples tested under 
Ile == 0.1 .. then servccl a.s standards by which· further material/condition combinations 
could be cornparcd. l~our additional P~JMA materials (Polycast,. CQ, low"I\1lw, and 
high l'vlw) \Vere also obtained and ·111achined into various specimen geometries (see 
1"'able 3.1). I3oth t.he IJolyca.st and CQ 1naterials \Vere of sheet stock and n1achined 
in to SEN spccin1c11s. rfhc high iVlw 1natcrial \Vas cast in to a plate of 139 x 157 x 18 
1nm, fro1n ,vhich six CT specin1ens \Vere n1achined. In contrast, the low l\'lw n1aterial 
was injection-molded directl)1 into a disc geometry, ,vith only the notch and pins holes 
requiring machining. 
It can be seen from ,.fable 3.1 that the Pol)'Cast, CQ, and· hig·h fvlw materials 
\Vere quite similar in lvlw to the commerial material (lxl06 to l.25xl06 g/m·ol). 
Ilowever, upon visual exan1ii1ation of the samples, it is noted that the latter n1aterial 
ex.hi bits a. yello\vish color not present in the former t,vo (\vhich are clear si1nilar to the 
commercial Pl\lMA). This distinct ~ycllo,vish color is also present in the lo\v lVlw (lVlw 
::t 0.9xl06 g/mol), an<l is due to a. bulk)' phenyl si<le group \vhich is attacl1ed to the 
n1ain chain in bot,1 n1atcrials. 'rhc purpose of this side chain is not specifically to 
:~s 
MATERIAL GEOMETRY THICKNESS WIDTH HEIGHT Mw 
(mm) (mm) {mm) (g/mol) 
1 x106 
I 
COMMERCIAL WOL 6.35 80 70 
PMMA DISC 6.38 84 113* 
6' 
1.3x10 
POLYC·AST SEN 3.06 51 178 - 1x106 
. 
ca SEN 3.06 51 178 - 1x106 
.CAST PMMA CT 6.52 45 59 
. 6 
-lx10 
INJECTION DISC 5~94· 84 113* 0.1xl06 · 
MOLDEDPMMA . 
. 
' 4 
POLY- WOL 14.86 68 66 2x10 
. I 
2x104 CARBONATE. CT 4.87 61 73 
* Denotes maximum diameter 
rrable 3.1 ~laterials investigated, along ,vith their corrcspon<ling gco111erties an<l 
111olecular ,vcights. 
ol>taiu the~ v,•11<,\V r<>lc>r. l>11t r;,tl1<·r. 1<> ;,id in tl1P absc>rPt!,>11 <>f {".'\"-radi;tt.ic>r1. 
. . . . . . 
Addition all)'., the injcction"'.'nt<)ldcd fat.ic;ue ~prcimens <Jf the I<>\~' \1w nlaterial ,v~rr 
processed 11nclcr cc>n<littons c)f various n1<>ld temprraturc~ (.12° ;)Jld n:r· C). i11jPct.i<.>n 
speed (15% an<l D!J<1c) of the 111a,xi111un1), an<l orientation (,vith notch parallel a.nd 
perpendicular to the inject.ion gate). 
·3.2 Fatigue Testing 
All fatigue experiments conducted in this stu·dy were performed on a l\'ITS 
clectrohydraulic closed-loop testing machine utilizing Instron electronics. Crack lengths 
\Vere monitored via a complia11ce technique, with. a clip gauge being attached to the 
mouth of the notch;· tl1e gauge \Vas secured \Vith knife edges ,mounted on the front face 
of the samples. Visual verification of these readings \Vere made at appropriate times 
\vith the aid of a Gaertner traveling microscope. 
All samples \Vere prccracke<l under con-stant -load conditions·, such that the final 
l(max of precracking ,vas less than the initial I{n,ax (>f the .6.l(""decreasing portion of the 
test in order to preclude any significant load interaction. Crack growth rates were 
determined by a modified seca.nt formulation, 
cla an+l - an-1 
d1V - Nn+i - Nn-i 
\Vhere n (8) 
a - crack lengt 11 
N = nu 111 ber of cycles 
n - iter,ttion nun1ber 
As mentioned previously, a n u.n1 ber of diffcren t sample geometries \Vere used in 
this study; narnely, wedge opening loa,d (\VOL), compact tension ( CT), disc compact 
... 
\ 
' . 
- ~ ,., . - • .• a,.' ' ,- ~ • 
• 
tcnsic,n ( l)(_''f'). and ~inglc ('dgr.-JH)tc}H,cJ (SE:'\). ,rhc~ str~ss intensity )Pvcl fc)r all 
• 
I S E l J • J . I r ·I l . . ·t • 10, 11 gcornctrics butt. ir.. · '.JN can >c < e-tcrn11n<;< using t 1c 10. o\v1ng; <'(JUa .1011: 
where 
A, .. 
I{ = I) 
13 \V 112 . 
I( = stress in tensity factor 
P = applied load 
B = sample thickness 
vV = sample width 
a = crack length 
f (J:,) = geometrical corection factor 
(9) 
The stress in.tensity factor for the SEN geometry, which 1nore closely si1nulates a large 
plate with a small crack, is more simply -described by:72 
(10) 
Schematic drawings for these geometries, along \vith their respective correction factors, 
can be found in. Appendix 1. 
The ~!(-decreasing J)ortion of the test \Vas controlled with a fatigue testing 
system designed by Fracture rf ech.nology 1\ssociates Inc. This system constantly 
monitored the load and crack length, au ton1atically correcting the resulting_ stress 
intensity factor range according to Eql,lation 2. l~our !(-gradients ranging from -0.06 to 
-0.2 1,'mm were used under Re = 0.1 conditions to investigate possible overload effects 
in commercial PMlvlA. Further studies dealing with mean stress utilized the three 
threshold methods which were 1nentioncd previously. Values for these tests include: 
41 
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3.3 Creep 
Creep cxpe-rin1ents ,verc conducted on the s.amc test machines as the fatigue 
experiments in order to assure similar conditions between the two. In contrast to most 
creep, tests in which it is the load that is kept constant, these creep ~~sts maintained a 
; . i• .. ~ 
constant I<max level. This was accomplished by manually lo,vering the load at regular 
crack length intervals as the experiment proce~ded. A I<max value of 0.52 MPa~ m 
(identical to that used in the J{g,ax threshold tests) was used to ease the comparison 
between the~e test rcsolts and the J(g,ax threshold data. Finally, creep tests whicl1 
~experienced occasional unlo,1di.11gs \Vere conducted to further investigate the syne-rgistic 
relationship bet,vcc11 creep au<l fa.tigue. 
3.4 Temperature and Environrncnt 
Fatigue tcs'ts of PC \Vere con<luctc<l ,1t ,111 elevated temperature of 65° C using a 
,veil insulated furnace ,vhich :.Firculated ,var,!!l air internaJl)'. 'fhis furnace surrounde.d 
tl1e sample completely, and could casil.Y control the ten1pcrc1ture to ,vithin ±1 ° C. 
Unfortunately, due to size liinitations~ it ,vas not possible to use a clip gauge with this 
setup. Therefore, it ,vas nccessar:y to rely on visual rnethods to n1onitor crack length. 
In this case, a constant load (i.e., increase tilx) test \Vas run. 
Threshold experiments on the lo\V ~lw n1atcrial \Vhicl1 involved tl1e added 
concern of environment necessitated the C()nstruct1on of an environn1ental chatnber . 
. 
Tl1is cl1amber, a.s seen frorn I~igure :3.1, consisted of Tjrgon tubing ,vhich ,vas slit down 
l . 
a portion of the le11gth, placc<l over the sarnple, and then secured along tl1e era.ck plane 
\Vith silicon rlljbber adhesive. This results in a sernicircular cavity on. eacl1 side of tl1c 
"; 
Silicone 
adhesive 
Ringer's 
solution 
Tygon 
lubing 
Thermocouple 
Silicone 
adhesive 
._ __ Tygon 
tubing 
•• 
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the environmental chamber used .for the low Nlw 
rnateri<1l. 
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s,1111pl,· tliro11e;h \\'l1icli tl11id c:111 L,• ;,1_11111H·d. 'f'!1,• ll('xil>IP ·r.,·c:011 tubing and silicon 
rubb~r adlH~sivr rf'dtJct•d i 11,• t1111<>1111t of rPi11forc,•n1, .. nt \\·l1.ich 111:t)' ari$e as ,t rPsult. <>f 
the charnbrr sust<li11i11.~ part. <>f I l1r. :l<>ad \\.'l1irh is norrnaJI~, t rausfPrrPtl across t hP crack 
plane. 1,o chrck f<)r this rPillf(>rr,·rnent.. additic>nal t,•sts \V~r~ r1111 on sa.n1J)!Ps uhder 
Re_ 0.1 conditic>ns ,vith and ,vithout the chamber attached, follo,vccl by a. cornp,trisc>n 
of t he fatigue res u lt s. 
A peristolic pump was used to circulate a Ringer's solution ( weight percents in 
deionized water: Trizma (preset pl-I 7 crystals]=0.43%, N aCl=0.59%, l{Cl=0.03%, 
CaCl==0.02%) th-roug.h the setup and across the sample. Tl1e solution was heated in a 
large beaker ,vith a self-monitoring hot plate. As a means of verifying the te1nperature 
at the crack tip., an additional thc.r1no~ouple ·was introduced into the system 
in1mcdiately follo\ving t.I1e san1ple. The ten1perature of the solution was seen to vary 
±2° C. Prior to testing, a.ll san1plcs were soaked in a bath of deionized water at room 
ternperature for a period of three rnonths, by \vhich point an equilibrium of 0.8% 
sorbed water wa.s obtained. 
3.5 Fractography 
Fracture surfaces were exami11ed using both a Zeiss Axiomat light optical 
microscope and an ETEC scanning electro11 microscopy (SEIVI). vVhile· no sample 
preparation \Vas required for the optical technique, it ,vas 11ecessary to 1nount the 
SE11 sample with carbon paste., an(l then coat it with gold since Pl\lMA is a 
nonconductor. 
3.6 Material Characterization 
Molecular wcigl1 t <lctcr111ination_,of the materials was obtai11ed by Gel 
> 
,,. 
11, .• ·-·· • 
~ 
via dy'namic rn,,c:hanical ~p .. rt rosr,,py ( l)\fS) ,,·it h a lll1t'o\·ihrc)rt appa.rat.11s ;1t. 110 llz. 
Orientation rneasurc'rncnt.s \V<'r,, (H>ssiblP using a, photo acoustic f<)11ri,·r t ransf<>rrn 
infarcd (Pr\-FTIR) instrument. 
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Experiments which in,,cstigated the effect of processing techniques on the final 
fatigue properties of the low .l\1w material demonstrated a sligpt, but suprising 
influence. Recall that the three variables in.eluded mold temperature ( 52° and 93° C), 
injection speed (15% and 99% of maximum injection speed), and orientation relative to 
th·e injection gat.e (perpendicular and parallel). Results from these tests, along with 
·data obtained. from a Re tests on the com1nercially available PMMA, are displayed in 
Figure 4.1. ·The data plotted in this figure exemplify the extreme.s of fatigue resistance 
experienced by the low l\1w n1atcrial as a consequence of differing processing conditions. 
It can be seen that the best fatigue resistance (i.e., the lowest growth rate for a given 
Al( level) is achieved using the 93° C 111old temperature, 15% of the maximum 
·, 
injection speed, a.nd testing in the pcrpcndicul,tr orientation. 
It should be noted that the .111ajority of the in11>rovcn1cnt is a result of the high 
r .. 
mold temperature, as opposed to the injection s.pec<l (see Figure L1.2) or specimen 
orientation (see Figure 4 .. 3) variations. In fact, the orientation appears to have almost 
·no effect, tl1ereby indicating tl1at there is very little orientation of the molecular chains 
in t·he sample as a result of the injection n1oldin·g .process. 1\ direct investigation 
concerning the amount of orie11tation in this 1naterial using a P A-FTIR instrument 
tended to collaborate this suspected lack of orientatio.n. \Vhile orientation has been 
seen to play an important role in the mechanical response for some injection molding 
38
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·t · Id· · 1 . l . f I· I f . 1 M· d processes, 1 ,vou see1n t 1at t 1e size o t 1e samp e, type o n1ater1a, . w, an· 
specific processing condition-s used herein preclude an effect of this type. 
As a result of tl1e lack of orientation in these sa111ples, it can be assumed that 
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Figure 4.1 
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Fatigue results fron1 the lo\v lVIw material den1onstrating the extre1ne 
effects of processing techniques on fatigue resistance. 
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any i11flt1<'ll('<~ <>f proc,·~~in~ ,·c>11diti()rt" ,111 t !1<' f;itie.'.tt<· r,·~p~,r1sf" is S<>l<·.v d11,~ 1<> r<·sidnal 
stresses in the rnat,·rial \,·l1ich r1ri~1·s 1qH>rt c<><>linc:. lfo\\'t'\'<'r, ;1s disc11ssPd pr<'Vl<>usly. 
~ . 
correctly prcdictin~ th<' r<'lativ" ;1111c,1111t <>ft his i1111'11,·nc<' is r;-tr<·ly possible. l{e~ardlcss. 
it can be reasoned that. 1 he high 1nold tPrnJ><'ra.t11r~ all<>\Vs n1<>r<' tin1<' f<)r the rnolccu)ar 
chains to obtain their equilibriurn st;1t.<'s prior to the rn,tt<'ria.l's tcn1pcraturc reaching 
its T 9 (95° C, clS determined using; the llhcovibron ). rl'his shc)ul<l lo\vcr the magnitude 
of tensile stresses often found at the surface of injection molded specimens, and aid in 
the fatigue resistance. 
4.2 Fatigue rl,hrcshold 
4 .2.1 1(-gradien t 
'fhe results from p.reliminary experiments concerning the effect of the !{-
gradient ( from equation 9) 011 fatigue data obtained from con1mercially available 
PivlrvIA arc shown in Figure 4.4. 1-\s can be seen, the <lata curves from all four !{-
gradients (c == -0.06, -0.1, -0.15, a.nd -0.2) evident!)' overlap each other, and any 
difference among them is easily \Vithin experimental error. This finding is consistent 
with the work of Pitoniak, el al.,73 \Vho showed that Pl\l~'IA \Vas not particularly 
se1psitive to tensile overloads. Therefore, threshold tests on Pl\11\1A may be run nearly 
three times more quickly than previouly believed, with a similar reduction in necessary 
material. Furthermore, this has allowed the experimenter to run several threshold 
tests on one sample, rather than the normal one or two. 
4.2.2 Mean Stress 
The detrimental rncan stress effect in comrnercial PMMA is clearly 
demonstrate<! in Figure 4.5, \Vhere growth rates are reported for the three threshold 
test procedures; namely, Re == 0.1, I{g,ean == 0.33 l\1Pa{m, and I<g,ax == 0.52 l\·1Pa~ m. 
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Note t.hat at t liP start oft 11,· t l1r,·t' 1,·:--ts (i.,· .. ;\I hit!.'1 ~1{). id,·ntical C(>11diti<lT1S 
~(ll = 0 .. 1 a.n<l ill{~ O.'!'i \t J>a1m) ,·xist. r,·s11It.in.e: in id(·ntical gro,vth ~·ates. llc)\Vcvc~r., 
f 
as R incrc·ases <lurin~ the prc).£.?;J'f'ssi<>n <)J the 1~~1ean a.nd l~~1ax tests. th<'ir r<'spcctivc 
curves begin to diverge from thP Ile == 0.1 cnrvP.. In fa.ct., the I{g,ax. curve displays an 
almost constant gro,vth rate cv~n down to such a low ~I( level of 0.1 l\lPa~ n1., 
resulting in no detectably "safe'' stress intensity level .. Therefore, depending on the test 
method used, various threshold values can be determined. This detrimental mean 
stress effect can also be seen in Fi.gure 4.6, where the I(~ax test results are compared 
,~ith various Re (O.l., 0.65, and 0.8) test results from the commercial Pl\rll\1A supply, as 
,veil as in Figures 4. 7 and 4.8, which exhibit threshold data from two additional 
Pl\11\1A resins (Polycast and CQ, respectively) of comparable Mw to the commercial 
Pl\11\1A. Tlie interesting phenomen·o-n seen i·n both Figures 4.6 and 4.·7 is that the Rc 
and I(~axcurves cross eacl1 other at points of equivalent ~I( and R values. Tl1is 
indicates that the gro\vth rates calculated are solely a function of ~I( and R, with· no 
apparent i11fl uence of loading history. The trends revealed here concer1ting the 
detrimental mean stress effect found in Piv11\1A agree well with work found in the 
l. . 4 7-so H . b l h . l . . 1terature. owever, attcn1pts y t 1e aut. or to corre ate using mean ·stress 
equations formulated by Forman, Arad, and Burns were unsuccessful. Skibo47 found 
similar faults when trying to correlate me.an stress effects in PC, while Tam and 
Martin 67 found these equation to be inferior to the original Paris law when studying 
temperature effects in PM l\1A. 
Similar to Skibo's47 finding, Figure 4.9 clearly demonstrates the suprisingly 
beneficial mean stress effect observed in PC. In this case, the growth rates resulting 
from Rc == 0.4 conditions are lower than tJ1ose resulting from Re == 0.1 conditions. As 
. , ... 
,vaJ observed from Figures. 4.6 and 4.7, the I<:g,ax curve for PC tends to link up \vith 
the two Re· cuves at similar values of ~I{ a,nd R. An interesting manipulation of 
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~ro\vth i11 t liis 111at,·ri;d .. \s <'XJH·ctPd. 1-'(~I) rates incrPascd r,~lat.ivr. f<) those measured 
in conjunct.ic>n \vith t"~ts C<>nd11ct<'d at r,>on1 t.,\n1pcraturc (sr.c F'igure '1.10). In fact, 
almost identict1l rPsult.s are <>htainccl from cit.her the Ile= 0.1 test a.t roon1 temperature 
or the Re = 0.5 test a.t 6,5° (1. It is intersting to note the balance struck between 
I, 
elevated temperature and high mean stress conditions in PC even though this 
ternperature represents the sa1ne homologous temperature as that associated with room 
temperature tests for Pl\'11\11\. 
,. 
1.2.3 M<>lccular Weight Considerations 
'rhe initial Ile == 0.1 threshold experiments conducted on the low l\lw, injection 
n1olded n1atcrial revealed an inferior fatigue resistance to that of the three previously 
studied Pl\Jl\,t1\ supplies. rfhis result \Vas not unexpected, as this trend has been 
., 
de1nonstrated by numerous researcl1ers. 22·- 32 Ilo\vever, the relative decrease in fatigue 
resistance is not nearly as great as ,vould be expected from previous molecular weight 
studies27 (see Figure 4.11). One possible explanation for this lies i11 the ability of the 
bulky side chain to help increase the stiffness of the chain, \vhilc acting as an anchor to 
the surrounding chains. These effects could then combine to aid i11 the prevention of 
di sen tanglemen t. 
With this in mind, it was expected that I(g1ax and high Re tests on these 
n1aterials would yield similar, if not relatively morP, inferior, results to tI1ose obtained 
\vith the commercial PlvI1\1A under the same conditions (as a direct consequence of the 
in~reased creep component which should exist at the high 1nean stress). llo\vever, 
examination of the data obtained fron1 J(g1ax tests conducted on tI1e low l\·1w 111atcriaJ 
revealed startling results. Figure 4.12 demonstrates that while the low Mw 1naterial 
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data demonstrating superior behavior of the low lvlw 1naterial under high 
n1ean stress conditions. Note the definite threshold exhibited by the low 
lVIw matcria.l <luring this test. 
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the commercial fl \I \f 1\. it. i~ cl,·;1rl.v s117H·1·1nr t<> t hP liiµ;hcr \fw con1rn<~rcial f'l!\f ;\{ ,\ 
e 
under I<iiiax = 0.52 ;\lPa.{m <'<Jndit.i<Jns. \\-yhi.lst the lo,v \1w is ·,sa.f~,, a.till(< 0.2 
MPa~ m, the con1mcrcial P~l~f A exhibits a growth rate of 2 x 10-5 n1m/cyclc (t,vo 
orders of magnitude greater than that of the presumably inferior low l\1w rnatcrial!). 
under the higher mean stress environment of the l(~ax threshold procedure. 1"his was 
assumed to be a result of the bulky side groups and some beneficial effect of the 
injection molding process, as was described for Re = 0.1 conditions, and was confirmed 
a number of times with a I(g,ax level as high as 0.7 MPa~m. 
Recognizing the better than expected fatigue behavior of this material at 
Re == 0.1 and discovering its surprisingly superior behavior under I<friax conditions, it 
,vas thought by the investigator f hat if the injection-molded material P9-~i~essed a wlw 
equivalent to that of commercially available PMMA ( ~ 1 x 106 ), this resin would 
represent an ideal n1aterial (i.e., one that has both good Ile == 0.,1 fatigue resistance, 
,vhile retaining the definite threshold observed in the original material). Unfortunately, 
as can be seen from the J(g,ax curve in Figure 4.13, this theory did not prove to be 
true. In fact, while the Re = 0.1 behavior was slightly improved over that of the 
original low Mw material, the 1(~1ax behavior actually worsened to the point of the 
commercial material! Therefore, it ,vould appear ( contrary to accepted belief) that a 
low molecular ,veight material exhibits superior fatigue behavior to that of a higher 
molecular weight material in association \Vith high R-ratio test conditions. While there 
• 
is no reference in the literature dealing specifically with this topic, some prelin1inary 
research done l1ere at Lehigh 74 and that reported by J(u bo, et al. 75 tend to collaborate 
these conclusions. 
The respective Re == 0.1 behavavior of the t,vo rnaterials can be explained quite 
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threshold. 
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rcas<,lla.bly 11:..;i11t!: ~1H·i1 c1>11c1·pt :-.. ;1~ ,,:,·r1· 111f'I1t i<>11,,d pr<'\'ic,;1sl~· h.v this aut lu,r ( r,,rall t lu~ 
discussion <,f 111<>lcc11lar ,,·,,ie;l1t f'ff,,ct ). Ilc>\V<'V<'r, t hr ,,xplan,tti<)n. f<)r t.he surprising; lo,v-
:\1w/high-ll effect has prc>\'<'ll t<> l>r· 11111cli In<;rc challenging; t(> provid<'. In fact .. a.II of 
the reasoning n1cntioned abov,~ <'<)uld h<' used (and to this point in tin1c .. has been used) 
to predict the opposite result. 
It is neccessary, therefore .. to re-examine the fra.cturc of polymers at their 
molecular level in order to attempt a suitable explanation for their macroscopic fatigue 
response under high mean stress conditions. Furthermore, as fatigue involves the 
l 
accumulation of damage over a period of time, the kinetics of the specific deformation 
mechanisms at the 1nolecular level should have a definite influence over the J)roccss. 
Unfortunately, this latter consideration has been largely ignored in 1nany of the 
n1acroscopic fatigue studies n1entioned thus far. To this point, I(inloch and Young 
argue that chain scission is the rate-determi11ing step in the failure process. 13 They 
support this conclusion with studies by other researchers \Vho utilized such 
experirnental procedures as: acti,ration energy investigations, electron spin resonance 
(ESR), and infra-red spectroscopy. 
In the polymer structure tl1ere will always exist son1e chains which are n1ore 
highly stressed than others as a result of their morphology, orientation, and degree of 
constraint. Consequently, these I1ighly stressed chains will most likely be the first to 
fracture. Once a primary bond is broken, the stress will be transferred to surrounding 
chains and a stress concentration \vill be formed at that site. Therefore, chain scission 
,vill not be truly randon1, but. ,vill accumulate preferentially at that stress concentrator. 
It is this nucleation of cracks a.nd crazes ,vhich sl1ould be avoided i11 favor of ·the 111,ore 
preferred energy-dissipation process of chain slippage in order to impro,re the fatigue 
resistance of a material. Perhaps, it is the competition between tl1ese t,vo mechanisms 
(_:learly, the la.rgc 11111nbcr <>f ,,11tanglcrncnt.s fc>und alc>n~ ,,a.ch chain in the high 
~-fw 1nat.crial \viii hPlp t<> prr.v,,nt. visrous no\v, c,tusing t hcsP- chains to rxpcricnc.c hi~hcr 
stresses tha.n \Vc>11ld arise in t.lu~ lc>\V \f w rnatcrial. Ilcncc, chain scission should be n1orc 
likely to occur in a. hi~h i\lw 1naterial as opposed to a lo\v 1\-f w 1natcrial. Tcrmonia an<l 
Smith 16 established a kinetic 1nodcl for the tensile behavior of polymers which 
predicted longer extension ratios for a medium Mw material as opposed to a higher Mw 
counterpart once entanglements were taken into account. The experimental precedent 
for this can be seen from the opposing exan1plcs of cross-linking37 and plasticizing27 • 
Surely physical cro8.s-li11ks of a high l\fw material are analogous to chemical cross-links, 
\vhich have been sho\vn to prevent viscous flow, and thereby reduce fatigue resistance. 
Sirnilarly, lo1veri11g the 1\lw can be con1pared to the addition of plasticizers, in that 
both aid in increasing viscous flo\V, and \Vould tend to increase potential energy 
absoption while acti11g to blunt the crack tip. \Vcstbrook and }i"'ellers76 have 
developed a ,8-paramcter \vhich can be related to short-term vs. long-time relaxation 
behavior. Using this parameter, they observed that energy I absorption due to. viscous 
relaxations increased with decreasing Mw. 
Therefore, it is the author's contention that at the high stress conditions \vhich 
are present during the l(~ax test procedure, the mechanism of slippage plays a 
beneficial role in the overall fracture process. At tl1is high mean stress, even chains 
\vhich are in normally relaxed oricn tations may experience a stress high enough to 
result in fracture. The added effect of the increased constraint found in the higl1 l\1w 
material creates a suitable stress cnviron111cnt for chain scission. 1-Iowever, short 
chains--having fe,ver constraints--are more able to compensate for this high stress by 
chain slippage. This scenario is in contrast to _the \Vhat may occur for the case of 
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Il' = 0.1 t,,st c,lnditi(>!I:-;. :i1 11,i-.; l11\\' ,.tr,·~~ -..i111ati<>11. tli<·,·p ar<~ fP\Vf"r chains 
experiencing; t hP critical fr;1ct 11r,· ~, r,,~s ;,~ a rP~11lt <>f 11nfav<)rahlc ori<'ntation. 
Therefore .. t.hc incr<'ascd <'<>nst rel int. fc>1111d in t.h<· high ~lw 1natcrial is 110· lon~er a 
liability, but rather a. distinct asset \vhich prevents the no,v dP-trimcntal chain slippa_qe. 
4.3 Creep 
As a result of the inability of the testing system to maintain a completely static 
load for long periods of time, all creep tests involving commercial PMMA were 
conducted \vith the electronic dither on. This dither resulted in a vibration of 7xl0-2 
to 9xl0-2 newtons (1.5xl0-2 to 2x10-2 lbs.) superimposed on the static load (I<max = 
0.52 MPa~ m). Figure 4.14 demonstrate the results from three different creep tests. 
i\s can be seen, the three tests differ by the level of prccracking (I<max == 0.39, 0.43, 
and 0.52 iv1Pa~ n1, respectively). It \Vas expected that l)y increasing this level, the size 
of the damage zone and the extent of <larnagc in that area (as a result of buckling of 
the molecular chains) \voul<l increase, thereby, increasing the initial growth rates. rl~l1is 
expectation was based on the assumption fro1n section 1.2.2.2 that stated the final 
growth rate is a simple combination of fatigue induced and creep induced damage. 
llowever, no discern able trend of this type is observed. Initial growth rates varied 
from 3 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-3 (mm/second), with the former generated by tl1e crack having 
the highest precracking level. Perhaps this is a result of the co1npetition between 
increasing damage zone size but decreasing crack acuity with increasing precracking 
level. Regardless, the most definite trend here is tl1at of the exponential decrease of 
gro\vth rates with crack progression. It is believed that the high growth rates 
obtained at the beginning of the creep tests are due to fatigue induced damage in 
associatioP witl1 a fatigue sharpen.eel crack. 
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for the cornn1<'rcial J>\f\1.-\ (;--;1'(' l-'i~11rf' ·1.i>) \\'i\S ''l1<)11g:h tel ,naintain a. r<'lat.ivc·ly hiµ;h 
growth r,1te (ncJtr. that R~=:! x 10 -:i rnru/c~;cle at. the C)'rlic fr<'cprenc)' of 20 hertz 
present in the I~g,ax t.Pst. is P(ft1iv,d~nt to ~~== 1  x 10-4 111n1/secon<J). \Vhile gro,vth 
rates of this rnagnitudc ,vcre f()und a.t the start of the creep tests, the much smaller 
dither present in these tests was apparently not able to sustain these growth rates at 
' ' ; 
steady state creep conditions (10-20 hours). Instead, as observed from Figures 4.14-16, 
the growth rates fell to levels of ~~=lxl0-7 to lxl0-6 mm/second. 
This suggests that creep per se does not contribute greatly to the overall 
growth rate during fatigue due to blunting effects, thereby, disputing the simple 
superposition model. Rather, it i1nplics that the overall growth rate is the result of a 
synergistic relation between creep-induced and cyclic-induced damage. This is in 
agreement with the findi11gs of Du111pleton and Bucknall,52 who concluded that the 
crack is blunted under static loading, an<l is resharpened during unloading. The 
attempt to induce cyclic dan1age to the material ahead of the crack tip by single 
unloading/reloading cycles was largely unsuccessful. Figure 4.14(a) demonstrates that 
no increase in growtl1 rate ,vas observed for a period of 3 1/2 hours after one 
unloading/rel6ading cycle, \Vl1ile only a slight increase in gro\vth rate was observed 
following a second unloading/reloading cycle. Evidently, a larger number of cycles is 
required to sufficiently sharpen the crack tip. It can, therefore, be concluded that 
crack propagation has three requirements: a Kmax which is large enough to create a 
sufficient damage zone ahead of the crack tip, an adequate ill(, and an ample nu1nber 
of cycles in order to 111aintain a sharp crack tip. The former requirement is evident in 
the threshold found in co1nn1crcial Pl\1I\1A under Rc==O.l conditions, while the 
imposition of tl1e latter two restrictions can be observed from these r:reep tests. 
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environment. 1\s discussed in the experimental procrdure srctic>n~ s,tmples of the lo\v 
~lw material were soaked in deionized \vater for a perioci of three 1nonths until an 
equilibrium of 0.8% sorbe<l \Vatcr \Vas recorded. ,-fhis percentage of sorbed water agrees 
I 
with reports in the literature concerning other PMMA based resins. 69 ·77 Using the 
environmental chamber, threshold tests were conducted on two of the samples using 
both Re and Kg,ax test procedures. Unfortunately, most studies which dealt with the 
fatigue of polymers in some sort of environment utilized the cycles-to-failure approach, 
thereby preventing any direct comparisons. Regardless, the results obtained from this 
investigation agree qualitatively \vith those of Cl1en, et al. 69 
Figure 4.15 demonstrates that under the constant R-ratio of 0.1 the sample 
exposed to a heated (38° C) Ringer's solution experiences a sligl1t decrease in fatigue 
resistance. The data for the san1ple tested in the Ringer's solution at roon1 
temperature (24° C) gcnerall.Y sce111s to fall bet\veen the two extremes in conditions as 
\vould be expected. II o\vevcr ~ it \Votild appear that the 1najority of the decrease in 
fatigue resistance, as compare<l to "dry" samples, is due to the initial absorption of 
water (see Figure 4.16). It is believed that this result is a direct consequence of the 
plasticizing effect previously discussed. 
Additional tests \Vere conducted on these low Mw samples under stress 
conditions of Rc == 0.6 and 1~~1ax == 0.52 l\f Pa~ 1n. The expPrimental data fro1n these 
tests (as sho\vn in Figure 4.17) exhibit expected, albiet some\vhat scattered, results. It 
Cl 
is believed that electronically J>roduced noise fro1n the pun1p is, at least in part, the 
cause of this scatter. 1\ definite threshold \Vas obtained in botl1 the high Rc and I(g,ax 
test, consistent with previous results obtained at ambient conditions for the low l\fw 
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specimens \Vere required to <)ht.a in all c,f the ,~xpPrirnent a.I data. rrhe r<'sults of 
additional tests \vhich were run <>n these samples to dctcrrnine any reinforcing effect 
arising from the environrnental chambers are shown in Figures 4.18 and '1.19. The fact 
that Figure 4.19 displays no reinforcing effect, as opposed to f~igurc 4.18, reflects an 
improvement in the sample preparation technique of the author. Nevertheless, the 
reinforcing effect shown in Figure 4.18 is small, an can qualitatively taken into account 
by a simple translation of the curve. 
4.5 Fractograpl1y 
Optical and SEM studies of the commercial PMMA fracture surfaces revealed a 
relatively flat and featureless surface. 'fhis appears to be typical of high molecular 
\Veight Pl\1MA,29 ' 78 and is indicative of the lack of viscous flow found in these 
1naterials. llo\vcver, an investigation of the low l'vlw 1naterial fracture surfaces 
provided interesting results. Ilcgularly spaced lines, just <liscernable \Vith the bare eye, 
proved to be DGB's rather tl1an striations (see Figure 4.20). This was determined on 
the basis of a lack of correlation \Vith macroscopic gro\vth rates and the presence of a 
definite void gradient (see Figures 4.21-23). 
Table 4.1 gives a comparison of the macroscopically determined growth rates to 
the band size at various Lll( levels in the low Mw material. As can be seen from these 
sample data, the bands detected on the surface \Vere actually formed over anywhere 
from 75 to 3000 cycles, with higher .6.1( levels producing less stable crazes. While 
Figure 4.24 demonstrates that DGD's ma)' start abruptly at a seemingly arbitrary Lll(~ 
Figure 4.25 demonstrates that at low Lll( (~0.2-0.3 MPa~ m) the DGB's begin to fade 
into a s1nooth, featureless surface. 
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Figure 4.20 Optical 111icrograph of fracture surface of the lo\v ~'lw material exhibiting 
striatic)n-likc rr1c1rkings. 1\rro\v in<lica,tes direction of crack gro\vth. 
~l{~0.26 (l\Il)cl~in), Rc=O.l, and da/dN~3xl0-6 (mm/l_'.)'clc). 
7G 
'I 
Figure 4.21 SEf\I n1icrogra.ph of fracture surface of the lo\v l\1Iw 1naterial 
dcrnonstra.ting a. definite void gradient. ~I(~0.3 (lvIPafm) , Il==0.4, and 
da/d;\ :::J.8xl 0- 5 (n1n1/c).rclc). 
-~ 
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Figure 4.22 S E~1 rr1icrogra,ph of sa,1nc area as f;~igu re 4. ~ l tctkcn at h ighcr 
rn agn i ficatio11. 
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Figure 4 . 2 3 S E l\I n -1 i c ro graph of Io \V NI w In ate r i aJ at Io \V I( max le v e Is Notice that 
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Table 4.1 F~ractc>.e:raph.v r<'sults con1paring macroscopically determined gro,vth rates 
\vith 111icroscopicall)' n1easurcd band sizes. The nu1nber of c_yclcs per 
band ,tnd an inl',,rrcd yield str~ngth \Vere. thc·n dctcrn1inh<l. 
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Figure 4.24 SEJ\-1 n1icrograph of lo,v J\Iw 111aterial den1onstrating the abrupt start of 
the DC~I3'S at the start of the threshold test. D-l(~0.48 (~-I Pa~), 
R c == 0. 1 , and d a,/ <l N ,....., 1. 5 x 10-4 (m Ill / c .Y cl c) . 
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Figure 4.25 SElVI n1icrogra.ph of lo\V ~·Iw 111aterial den1onstrating the gradua.l "fading" 
of the DGB's a.t extrcn1ely lo\V ~I( levels. ~l(~0.21 (~1IPa~ n1), Rc==0.1, 
an cl d a,/ d N ~ 2 X l o-6 ( ll l 111 /Cy CI e). 
.:ll{ cu11sid,,ri11~ t 11" p<>s~ihlc• ,·rr<>r in 111Pasuri11g t.h,, hand and d,~terr11ining the ill( levPl. 
Figure 4/2G sho\vs this r<'htt i<Ht ~ra,phicall~·. 'fhe slope of the best fit line through the 
~ 
data was 1.,1. rfhis slope is r,~a.sonable close to the expected value of 2, as predicted by 
the Dugdale plastic zone model ( recall Equation 6) and observed by Janiszewski, et 
aL. 29 Similarly, the inferred yield stress varied from 61-101 MPa, with most of the 
values in the range of 80-85 l\1Pa (see Table 4.1). ~ This is in good agreement with 
computed yield strengths of 61-83 MPa reported by Janiszewski for PMMA of similar 
molecular weight . 
.. 
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'I'he fa.tigue beh,tvi<)r t>f pc>lyrners is con1plex, and t.hPr<'f()fC, oft.~n difficult to 
predict. This is indicative of the viscoelastic nature thPse rnaterials exhibit, and is a 
direct result of the competition between deformation micromcchanisms~ namely, chain 
slippage and chain scission. This study has confirmed the <letroimental mean stress 
effect found in various PMMA resins, as well as the beneficial mean stress effect in PC, 
by means of not only constant R-ratio tests (Re), but also with constant I<mean 
(I<~ean) and constant I<max (l{~ax) ·threshold procedures. These latter two inetho(ls 
differ from the traditional Il c method in that the n1ean stress level increases as the test 
progresses. Therefore, this provides a simple and quick method for determining the 
influence of 1nean stress on the near-threshold regime in polymers. 
\Vhile Rc=O.l test results confirmed the inferior fatigue resistance found in lo\v 
~Iw rnatcrials as co1nparc<l t.o their high ~fw counterparts, l(~ax results demonstrated 
/ 
that the forn1er is act ua.lly 111 uch rnore rcsi~tance to crack gro\vth at high 1nean stress 
levels. vVhereas the high i\Iw rnaterial revealed no threshold at even very low ill( 
levels, the low 1\1lw material exhibited a very definite threshold under the same I~g,ax 
condition_s. This unexpected result is explained by an examination of the competition 
between chain scission and chain slippage at the crack tip. At low inean stress levels, 
the large amount of entanglements associated with long molecular chains act to 
prevent slippage, increasing craze stability and thereby in1proving fatigue crack 1 
resistance. In contrast, it is l)elieved that these ent.anglen1ents becon1e detri1nental at 
the high mean stress levels found du ring I~~ax testing by the combined effects of 
hindering the energy absorption a.ssociate<l with n1olecular slippage and encoura.ging 
high chain stresses. 
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.·\s ,L lo~ical PXl<'nsi<>ll oft 11'' cc>udition (~xist.inµ; clt the en<l <)f the l~~ax l('St, 
creep tests \Vf~rc conducted iu <)rdt'r to obtain ,t better underst.andin~ of the S)'n,~r~istic 
relation bet\vecn creep ,ind fatia;t.1e induc<'cl damage. In a.II Cctscs the gro\vth rates 
decreased in an exponential 1na.nncr under the static I<max level; ho\vevcr, the expected 
trend of increasing growth rate values with increasing prccracking level was not 
observed. This unexpected result could be construed as a consequence of the 
competition between inducing more damage in the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip 
and blunting of the crack tip at the higher Kmax precracking levels. Three parameters 
that controlled crack propa.gation were determined:, I<max, ~I(, and the number of 
cycles. \Vhile the for1ner governs the size of the damage zone ahead of the crack tip, 
the latter t\vo are involvc<i in the equally important sharpening of the crack tip. 
The fatigue behavior of injection-n10Ided f> l\1 rvtA was also shown to be affect by 
the processing conditions. It ,vas <lc1nonstratcd that the greatest fatigue resistance was 
obtained using a high 1nold ten1pcrature {93° C as opposed to 52° C). Little influence 
<)n the fatigue resistance ,vas observed \vith variations in spcci1ncn orientation (parallel 
and perpendicular to injection ga,tc) or injection speed (15% and 99% of maximum). 
These results indicate that the influences of processing conditions on fatigue behavior 
are due to residual stresses rather than n1olecular orientation. 
An investigation of environn1ental and temperature effects on the low lVIw, 
injection-molded material demonstrated the expected reduction in fatigue resistance 
associated \Vith higl1 ten1perature (T==38° C) and environrnental (Ringer's solution) test 
conditions. It was shown that the majority of this reduction was due to the initially 
absorbed ,vater (0.8 weight % of deionized \Vater) rather the test environment or 
elevated temperature. 
It ,vas possible to conduct several of these tests on a single sample due to the 
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;tbility tc) us<~ a st,•,·p<:'r 1,-t?;radi,~nt. t h«tn \\'«ls prcviousl.v t !apug;.ht. It ,va.s sho\vn tha.t. a. 
1(-gradicnt as stcPp a·s -0.2 l/111111 can b<~ used ra.thcr than thr. rnuch slower \'a.Jue c>f -
0.08 1/rnni rccomn1encicd h)' ,\S'"fi\f Standard 1~647.:l 
• 
_i.,. 
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AI>PENDIX 
Stress Intensity Correction (;,actors 
Compact tension specimen (CT): 
<2+a1w;12 { o.886 + 4.64( ~) - 13.32( Sv )2 + 14. 12( Sv )3 - 5.6( ~ ) 4 } (1-a/W) 
/ I 
(8 
H - ,, .. / 
--
-
<0 
4-- a_. V 
4 w _J 
Disk-shaped specimen (a.k.a. Pacman): 
(2+a/W) { ( a ) ( a )2 ( a )3 ( a )4} 3/2 0.76 + 4.8 W - 11.58 W + 11.43 W - 4.08 W 
(1-a/W) 
B 
H 
i.--W---.. 
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\·Vedge opening load specimen (\VOL): 
• 
/ I 
e 
./~ 
-/ H (8 
::r 
It- a ___. V 
... w J ,, 
• Single edge-notched speci1ncn (SEN): 
B 
/ 
I 
-~ /.,.. I 
0 I • 0 w l) I j ' a 
I I .. ..... 
', H ~1 , ... 
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